We consider virtual biracks with good involutions, also known as symmetric virtual biracks. Any good involution on a virtual birack defines an enhancement of the birack counting invariant. We provide examples demonstrating that the enhancement is stronger than the unenhanced birack counting invariant.
Introduction
Symmetric quandles, also known as quandles with good involutions, are algebraic structures related to knots in non-orientable thickened surfaces [5] . Symmetric quandles can be understood as quandles with extra structure given by a good involution, an involutory map satisfying certain identities motivated by knot diagrams.
Framed virtual knots are equivalence classes of oriented knot diagrams with classical and virtual crossings under the equivalence relation generated by the blackboard framed virtual Reidemeister moves. They can be identified with knotted solid tori whose ambient spaces are thickened orientable compact surfaces Σ × [0, 1] up to stabilization moves on Σ.
Virtual biracks are algebraic structures with axioms motivated by the framed virtual Reidemeister moves. A finite birack X defines a computable integer-valued invariant of unframed virtual knots, which may be regarded as the cores of knotted solid tori.
In [9] biracks are used to define an invariant of unframed knots which reduces to the biquandle counting invariant when the birack in question is a biquandle. In this paper we apply the symmetric quandle idea to the cases of virtual biracks to enhance the birack counting invariant. An enhancement of an invariant Φ is another invariant Ψ which determines Φ but may contain more information; for example, the quandle cocycle invariants defined in [1] are enhancements of the quandle counting invariant. For any virtual birack X, each good involution on X determines an enhancement of the counting invariant by partitioning the set of labelings of a knot or link into disjoint subsets similar to the birack homomorphism enhancements defined in [10] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review virtual knots and virtual biracks. In Section 3 we define good involutions of virtual biracks and give some examples. In Section 4 we use good involutions to enhance the virtual biquandle counting invariant and compute some examples. We conclude with some questions for future research in Section 5.
Virtual Knots and Virtual Biracks
Framed oriented virtual knots are equivalence classes of knot oriented diagrams including classical crossings and virtual crossings under the equivalence relation generated by the various oriented versions of the framed virtual Reidemeister moves:
Framed oriented virtual knots can be understood as ambient isotopy classes of knotted solid tori with oriented cores in oriented thickened surfaces Σ × [0, 1] up to stabilization of Σ. Classical crossings then represent points where the knotted solid tori cross within Σ × [0, 1] while the virtual crossings are artifacts of projecting Σ onto the plane of the paper. See [4, 6] for more about virtual knots. Definition 1. Let X be a set. A virtual birack structure on X consists of three binary operations , , : X × X → X and a bijection π : X → X called the kink map satisfying (i) π(x) x = x π(x) and π(x x) = x x for all x ∈ X, (ii) The maps α y , β y , v y : X → X defined by α y (x) = x y, β y (x) = x y and v y (x) = x y are bijections and the maps S : X × X → X × X and V : X × X → X × X defined by S(x, y) = (y x, x y) and V (x, y) = (y x, x y) are bijections, (iii) The exchange laws are satisfied:
The exponent of π in the symmetric group on X, i.e. the minimal integer N ≥ 1 such that π N = Id : X → X, is the birack characteristic or birack rank of X. A virtual birack of characteristic N = 1 is a virtual biquandle. A virtual birack in which x y = x for all x, y ∈ X is a birack.
Axiom (ii) implies that operations , and are right-invertible; we denote the right inverse operations by
Example 1. Any group G has a virtual birack structure given by
for any n ∈ Z. Such a virtual birack is known as a quandle.
and define
Then A is a virtual Alexander biquandle. See [7, 8] for more.
Example 3. Let X be any set with commuting bijections σ, τ, ν : X → X and define
Then A is a constant action virtual birack.
More generally, we can conveniently express a virtual birack structure on a finite set X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } with a matrix of three n × n blocks encoding the operation tables of , and , i.e. the n × 3n matrix whose (i, j) entry is x k where 4 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 The virtual birack axioms come from the Reidemeister moves with semiarcs labeled according to the rules . The virtual birack axioms are chosen such that for every valid birack labeling of a framed virtual knot before a virtual Reidemeister move, there is a unique corresponding labeling after the move, The single-strand moves I and vI impose the requirements that π(x x) = x x and π(x) x = x π(x):
. The kink map π represents passing through a positive kink; its inverse π −1 represents passing through a negative kink. If we define maps f, g : X → X by f (x) = x x and g(x) = x x, then we can take the first equation above as a definition for π, namely set π(x) = g(f −1 (x)). The two-strand moves II and vII require that at negative crossings the operations are switched and the virtual operation is the same on the top as on the bottom:
The invertibility requirements are equivalent to the adjacent pairs rule, which says that at any crossing any pair of adjacent labels determines the other two labels. In particular, we need the operations to be right-invertible to make the labels on the right side of boundary of the neighborhood of the moves generic.
The three-strand moves yield the exchange laws. We illustrate with the classical type III move; moves v and vIII are similar.
By construction we have: Theorem 1. If X is a virtual birack and L and L are two oriented link diagrams related by oriented framed Reidemeister moves, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of X-labelings of L and L .
See [2, 7, 8] for more about biracks and virtual biracks.
Symmetric Virtual Biracks
We begin this section with a generalization of a definition from [5] . Definition 2. Let X be a virtual birack. An involution ρ : X → X is a good involution if for all x, y ∈ X we have ρ(x) * y = ρ(x * y) and x * ρ(y) = x * −1 y where * ∈ { , , }. A virtual birack with a choice of good involution is a symmetric virtual birack.
We can visualize elements of a symmetric virtual birack as labels for semiarcs consisting of arrows normal to the semiarc, with ρ(x) pointing in the opposite direction of x.
The good involution conditions then arise by picturing x * y as sliding the arrow represented by x through the crossing, maintaining its orientation, in the direction of y; in particular, we note that if y is directed to left when the crossing is oriented with both strands pointing down, the operation is an inverse operation.
Given a virtual birack, we can ask which involutions ρ : X → X are good. We have the following generalization of proposition 3.4 from [5] : Proposition 2. Let X be a birack. Then the kink map π : X → X is a good involution if and only if X is involutory.
Proof. We must verify that the kink map satisfies the good involution conditions.
We have y x = y π(x) and π(x y) = π(x) y; replacing the crossing with negative and virtual crossings yields y x = y π(x), π(x y) = π(x) y, y x = y π(x), and π(x y) = π(x) y. Then if X is involutory, we have for all x, y ∈ X x π(x) = x y = x −1 y, y π(x) = y x = y −1 x and π is a good involution. Conversely, if X is involutory then π satisfies the conditions for being a good involution.
We end this section with an observation: Lemma 3. Let X be a virtual birack and ρ : X → X a good involution. Then πρ = ρπ.
Proof.
Symmetric Enhancements
Let us briefly recall the definition of the birack counting invariant from [9] . Let X be a finite virtual birack. Then π can be identified with an element of the finite symmetric group S |X| and hence has finite order. The minimal integer N ≥ 1 such that π N = Id X is the characteristic of X. Then if two framed virtual knot or link diagrams L and L are related by the framed Reidemeister moves and the N -phone cord move then X-labelings of L and L are in one-to-one correspondence. If L is a virtual link of c components, then the set of framings of c is in one-to-one correspondence with Z c , with a vector (w 1 , . . . , w c ) ∈ Z c corresponding to a diagram of L in which the kth component crosses itself w k times counted algebraically, i.e., counting positive crossings with a +1 and negative crossings with a −1.
Then the number of X-labelings of diagrams of L with write vectors w and v are the same if w ≡ v mod N . In particular, the Z c lattice of X-labeling numbers is tiled by a tile which can be identified with Z c N . Then the sum over one tile of these framing numbers is an invariant of unframed virtual links known as the integral virtual birack counting invariant, denoted
where L w is a L with framing vector w and L(L w , X) is the set of X-labelings of L w . Now, suppose X is a virtual birack with good involution ρ. Say that two X-labelings of a link L are ρ-equivalent if one is obtained from the other by applying ρ to a subset of the semiarc labels. That is, two labelings are ρ-equivalent if for every semiarc labeled x in one labeling, the corresponding semiarc in the other labeling is either labeled x or ρ(x). This equivalence relation partitions the sets of labelings into disjoint subsets; we denote the quotient sets by L(L w , X)/ρ. We can then use this extra information to enhance the counting invariant. Proof. By construction, the contribution to the invariant from each framing is unchanged by framed virtual Reidemeister moves; it only remains to show that N -phone cord moves do not change the number or cardinalities of the ρ-equivalence classes of labelings of L, which follows easily from lemma 3.
If ρ has no fixed points, then for every X-labeling of a diagram L there is exactly one other ρ-equivalent X-labeling, obtained by applying ρ to every label; in this case, the enhanced invariant is equivalent to the unenhanced invariant with Φ
Similarly, if ρ = Id X is the identity map on X then we have
If ρ = Id X has fixed points, however, these equivalence classes can have various sizes and the enhanced invariant can contain more information about L than the unenhanced invariant. 
Questions For Future Work
We close with a few questions and directions for future research.
• What conditions on non-involutory biracks are sufficient for the existence of good involutions?
• What should it mean for a map ρ : X → X with ρ 3 = Id X to be good?
• In [5] , symmetric quandle cocycles are used to enhance the quandle counting invariant. What other enhancements can be defined for the birack counting invariant using good involutions?
• What enhancements can be defined for Φ ρ X ?
